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Regular Expressions in a Program Complexity ~,Ietrie 
Kenneth Magel 

Computer  Seienee Department  
University of ~Vlissouri 
Rolla, ~lissouri 65401 

A l a r g e  v a r i e t y  o f  m e t r i c s  h a v e  b e e n  p r o p o s e d  t o  m e a s u r e  how 
complex a computer program is. Unfortunately, nearly all of the pro- 
posals imply that everybody knows what complexity is; we just need 
a simple way to assign a number to the complexity of each program. 
Zolnowski and Simmons even provide a six step procedure for developing 
complexity metrics [i]. In fact complexity reasonably can mean any of 
the following; 

(i) how difficult it is to understand the program as indicated 
by the success people have in answering questions about 
the program [2]; 

(2) how difficult it is to debug and maintain the program [311 
(3) how difficult it is to explain the program to someone else; 
(4) how difficult it is to change the program in specific ways; 
(5) how much effort is involved in writing the program from a 

design specification; 
(6) how many computer resources the program requires to execute. 

Some of these definitions (e.g. (2) and (4)) seem to correlate well, 
but other do not. 

Another assumption of most work on complexity metrics which appears 
unwarranted is that complexity is intrinsic to the program. The com- 
plexity of a program as defined by any of the first five definitions 
seems to depend on four factors: 

(i) the person trying to do the tack; 
(2) the available documentation of the program or its function; 
(3) the environment in which the program is used; 
(4) the program itself. 

Complexity, like beauty, and pornography, is in the eye of the beholder. 

This paper proposes another program complexity metric which suffers 
from both of the problems mentioned above. It does provide a different 1 
view of program control flow complexity than previous metrics, however. 
Previous metrics have considered the program text and counted all or 
specific patterns of control constructs [3,4,5]. Regular expressions 
can be used to look at the complexity of possible execution sequences 
for a program. The complexity of possible execution sequences should 
be useful with definitions (2) and (4) above. 

The program is represented by its flowgraph. Consecutive non- 
branching statements which are always executed together (basic blocks) 
are represented by one node. Branches are represented by arcs from 
one node to another. Each node is labeled with a name to be used in 
the regular expression. For example, the following Pascal program 
[6, page 165], is represented by the associated flowgraph: 

Program control flow complexity is the most commonly measured aspect 
of program complexity. Other important aspects are" program size, 
data structure complexity, pattern of data usage, and levels of nesting. 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1145%2F947864.947869&domain=pdf&date_stamp=1981-07-01
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a { 
b { 

progra~n fig 4 (input)" 
type p = + letters; 

letters = record 
letter'char; 
next:p 

end 
var pp'p; 
procedure build; 

var first, last'p;itr'char; 
begin 

new(first); 
c last':first; 
d { while 7 eoln(input)do 

begin 
I read(Itr); 

last+.letter;=itr; 
new(pp); 

e last+.next ":pp; 
last "=pp 

end; 
]~ dispose(pp); 

f last+.next :-nil 
< end; 

begin 
build 

end. 

All possible execution sequences for this program are given by the 
regular expression acd(ed)~fb which means an execution of a 
followed by an execution of c, an execution of d, zero or more execu- 
tions of the pair e followed by d, an execution of f and an execution 
of b. 

A choice construction (e.g., if-then-else) would require the 
alteration (+) operator in the regular expression. Execution 
sequences for 
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are represented by a(b+c)d meaning an execution of a followed by an 
execution of either b or c and then an execution of d. 

Confusing program segments require longer regular expressions. 
For examp]e, 

has possible execution sequences given by a((bc) ~ +c(bc)~)d. 

The simplest way to use regular expressions to derive a complexity 
metric involves counting the number of symbols (operands, operators 
and parentheses) in the minimally parenthesized regular expression. 
The first example, acd(ed)~fb, would have a metric of 10(7 operands 
plus one use of the Kleene closure (~) operator and 2 parentheses). 
The second example, a(b+c)d, would have a metric of 7. The third example, 
a((bc)~+c(bc)~)d would have a metric of 16. 

Complexity metrics usually are studied by selecting a small sample 
of arbitrary programs and applying the metric to each of those. Instead, 
we will examlne a more systematic sample of programs, namely all the 
flowgraphs with one or fewer binary branches. A binary branch is the 
last statement in a basic block which has two possible successors. 
Subroutine or function calls will be ignored. There are three flow- 
graphs with no binary branches: 

® 
(1) 

which has regualr expression, a, and a metric of i, 

(2) 

w h i c h  h a s  a r e g u l a r  e x p r e s s i o n  o f  a b ( a b )  e and a m e t r i c  o f  7,  and  

( 

(3) 
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which has a regular expression of abc(bc)* and a metric of 8. In 
the latter two cases, we are assuming we do not need to have the 
program are terminate, 

There are eleven flowgraphs with exactly one binary branch. 

, ,  

(4) 

(s) (6) 

C 

(7) 

) 

(9) (~)/ 
(s) 

(10) 

q 

C 

(11) 

q~ 

/ 

(12) 

(l~) 2 
(14) 

The regular expression and resulting metric for each of these flow- 
graphs is given in the table. "n" stands for no node in (6) and 
does not contribute to the metric. 
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F low g LaiP h Regular Expression Metric 

(4) a (b+c) 6 
(5) a(b+c)d 7 
(6) a(b+n)c 6 
(7) ab (ab)*c 8 
(8) a bc (bc)*d 9 
(9) ab (ab)*c (bc)* 13 

(I 0) abc (bc)*d (cd)* 14 
(ii) abc (bc)* (abc (bc)*)* 19 
(12) abcd (cd)* (bcd (cd)*)* 20 
(13) ab (ab)*c ( (ab (ab)*c)* 20 
(14) abc (bc)*d ( (bc (bc)*d)* 21 

Table i: One Binary Branch 

Flowgraphs (9), (i0), (ii), (12), (13), and (14) represent programs which 
never terminate. The regular expression metric considers the two 
nonnested loops in (9) or (i0) less complex than the two nested loops 
in (ii), (12), (13), or (14). The forward branch in (6) is considered 
less complex than the backward branch in (7). (4) and (5) are examples 
of the if then else construction. That construction is considered 
simpler than the do until construction of (7) and (8). 
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